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Internet before the
LHC (circa 2008)
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FOLLOW-UP
Maurizio Pierini (CERN), Jean-Roch
Vlimant (California Institute of
Technology (US)), Maria Spiropulu
(California Institute of Technology
(US)), Kyle Stuart Cranmer (New
York University (US)), David
Rousseau (LAL-Orsay, FR), Gilles
Louppe (CERN), Andrew Lowe
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(HU)), Cecile Germain-Renaud (LRI),
Daniel Whiteson (University of
California Irvine (US)), Vladimir
Gligorov (CERN)

The PC will discuss the
collection of ideas or
short reports based on
what we saw/learned/
discussed at the
workshop.
e.g. “Use MEM as the
dark knowledge to train
shallow net…”
“DL: the rawer the data
the better”

FOLLOW-UP (V. AMIR)

Couple of points about MEM:

* There is a huge technological and computation barrier to getting MEMs to the hands of average physicists.
* Lots of very skilled people who are working on MEMs are reinventing the wheel.
* We (Tobias Golling and I) are going to try to get all people interested in MEM together to make an assessment of the tools and the optimization tricks. Talk to ATLAS PC first for advice
on how to organize it. Would be good for CMS to do the same.
* People write me if they are interested so we make sure this is inclusive.
* Then we should try to do sync ATLAS, CMS, and MadGraph/MadWeight community via Experiment Interchange thing (forgot the name).
* The goal is to get some general, efficient, and experimentalist friendly MEM calculating tool, which:
* Runs on CPU/GPUs.
* Factorizes different steps, but can all work together. For example:
* MEM simplification- Oliver is going to develop a symbolic output from ALOHA/MadGraph.
* Change of Variables- This is one of the main features of MadWeight that hasn’t been reproduced as generally by anyone else. Again Oliver try to factorize this out of
MadWeight.
* Integration- I need to talk to Mike Sokoloff about his grant to do this on GPUs.
* Response function library
* Interface to GRID and Supercomputers
* One of the keys to making MEMs is having lots of GPUs.
* There is a huge interest in US to use HPCs for LHC.
* ATLAS can land jobs there, but we have no software that uses GPUs (except FTK sim). So it’s kind of a hollow achievement.
* I hope that I can convince the MadGraph community to work on Event Generation on GPUs on HPCs.
* Help with NLO, NNLO, and MSSM exploration.
* It’s been demonstrated, needs to be integrated into MadGraph5.
* MEMs on HPC would be a meaningful way of using HPCs which could have a huge impact.
* Based on many conversation in this workshop, I believe we have an idea of how to use Dark Knowledge technique from DNN to significantly speed up things.
* It became clear in this workshop that MEM+DNN classifier may be the absolute best method.
* Kyle’s parameterized classifier solution addresses a big set of issues with MEMs relating to systematics and application of MEM to New Physics searches.
* We should keep the momentum going on this stuff.
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a short story

DATA (OBSERVED OR SIMULATED)

It’s a goal particle physicists have been working on for decades.

DATAFICATION OF EVERYTHING
2015 total IP traffic/year
reaches ZB threshold (10²¹)
2015: internet traffice from
wireless devices > wired
2014: internet video = 50%
of internet consumer traffic
2012: 1M households
generate > 1 TB/mo
2012: internet video = 50%
of internet consumer traffic
2010: internet video > P2P
2003: consumer internet >
business internet
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Kaspar Etter

Software is eating the world
… because it is more productive!
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The Future of AI
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DOMAIN SCIENCES & COMPUTATION
Different domain sciences are facing different challenges
in the computation e.g.

— climate: local predictions (high granularity)
— neuroscience : data structures uniformity
— astronomy: real time classification/discovery,
monitoring and trigger

— microscopy: high dimensional data
— biology/genomics : discovering context (systems
decomposition, or reduction amidst complexity)

DOMAIN SCIENCES & COMPUTATION
Different domain sciences have common or similar
challenges when massive computation and data is
involved;

— denoising, errors (local data dynamics)
— data compression, data architectures, data cleaning
etc (local data mechanics)

— intelligent data storage, data trafficking (networking),
data accessing, sharing, & monitoring for emergent
patterns and optimization (global data “organics”)

COMPUTATIONAL REFOCUSING
computer/software becomes part of the imaging
system (as has been the case for a long time in HEP)

VINCENZO’S FIREWORKS

Valentin Volk

BIG CHANGE

The scientific method (and knowledgebase) has
been transformed by massive computation
(includes networking/sharing, data & data analytics)
in all science (and other) domains of research &
study.

BIG CHANGE

Massive computation:
i) data mining & analytics for subtle/rare
patterns in vast databases
ii) massive simulations of a physical system’s
complete evolution repeated numerous times,
as simulation parameters vary systematically
iii) …

THE ENHANCED SCIENTIFIC METHOD

A. Deductive/Theory
Math, Logic)

(tools:

B. Inductive/Empirical (tools:
controlled experiments,
statistical analysis of the
data, machinery for
hypothesis testing)

Large scale
extrapolation and
prediction =
knowledge from
computation AND
tool for enhancing
the capacity of
both A. and B.

massive computation builds new intuition

HEP & COMPUTATION
HEP has very long experience in computation, data
analytics, data architectures and networking because of
the science needs and requirements (instruments used
+ data produced + scales of collaborations) (ability and
necessity dwell near each other Pythagoras)
N.B HEP has a theory. this can be used as a big plus to
bootstap on the data without losing track of the
fundamental mechanisms

Accelerators

Kaspar Etter
Kaspar Etter

– Faster hardware
– Better algorithms
– Massive datasets
+ enormous economic, military
and egoistic incentives!
The breakthroughs that have unleashed AI on the world
www.wired.com/2014/10/future-of-artificial-intelligence/

The Future of AI
Outlook
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DOMAIN SCIENCES & COMPUTATION
Research is to see what everybody else has seen and to
think what nobody else has thought.
Albert Szent-Györgyi

The task will be to use the data in new ways such that we
ask bigger questions and challenge our understanding
of the world if the data indicates so

